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Rain delay

•

Rain slows UCF'~ attempt to climb into
contention for golf title -SEE sPoRTs,As

•

;

Band practice
UCF police officer fights
crime-to a different beat
-

SEE NEWS, A2

•
CRIME

BEER BOX
TOTING

I.

BANJ)IT

Police in Nebraska are looking for a
man who stole dgarettes while
disguising hiiiby wearing an
empty Bud light x on his head.
The bandit left · nine packs of
smokes valued at pearly $50.The
man never showed~ weapon, but
wrapped something around his
hand to suggest he was a11T1ed.
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Legislature slashes
budget by $38 million
MEGAN ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

As the 2009-10 fis~al
year approaches, the Florida Legislature announced
that UCF's budget will be
cut by 15.5 percent instead
of the 25 percent that was

originally proposed
This decision will result
in a $38 million reduction in
the university's funds.
According to the UCF
Budget .Resources Center
Web site, UCF has seen
budget c1J,ts totaling more
than $77 million dollars

over the past two years, or
26 percent, including the.
recent budg~t cut for this
fiscal year.
But UCF is already formulating a game plan for
this new cut, and officials
are analyzing what costsaving methods the univer-

sity can talce.
Grant Heston of UCF
News & Information said
the university will have to
look beyond its current
efforts.
"I think to this point,
we've performed a lot of
belt tightening in terms of
budget cuts, leaving more
than 200 faculty and staff
positions vacant and saving
money on energy costs and
other expenses," Heston
said,"We will have to look ·
beyond these measures."
Although there has been
PLEASE SEE

CUTS ON A4

'I think to
this point,
we've
performed a
lot of belt
tightening in
terms of
budget cuts.'
-

GRANT HESTON

UCF NEWS & INFORMATION
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Students
•

SCHOOL

0~

STUDENTS
CAUGHT IN

onJineto

•

saveUCF

Police in San Diego said a dozen high
school students were caught mmang
hundreds of desks and chairs out of
dassrooms as part ofa senior prank.
A police spokeswoman said students
obtained a copy ofth~ high school's
master key and snuck onto campus
early Tuesday.The students were
stacking the desks and chairs in the
hallway and putting furniture on the
field in the shape of"'09."
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Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Budget cuts fuel
·discussions online
MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer

Don'tshoot! These zombiesjust want
to peaceably assemble and express
their rights to your brains.
-

SEE VARIETY,A8

AROUND CAMPUS,A2
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. PEOPLESOFT
UPGRADE NOTICE TO
FACULTY AND STAFF
UCF is preparing to upgrade its
PeopleSoft Student Administration
and Human Resources System,
which will improve the interface of
my UCF. This will be done between
June 6 and June 11.

LOCAL & STATE,A2

t

(W TV star Kate Voegele fills The.

Social with punk rock sweetness
Get lifted up by our concert
review ofOne Tree Hill star
Kate Voegele's latest tour to
promote sophomore album A

fine Mess.

The Coast Guard ended its search
Tuesday night for an 18-year-old
from Louisiami who fell overboard
into the Gulf of Mexico during a
cruise on the Carnival Fantasy to
celebrate his graduation.

TYSON FAMILY ASKS
FOR PRIVACY AFTER
4-YEAR-OLD'S DEATH
Mike Tyson's 4-year-old daughter,
Exodus Tyson, died at a hQ.spital
Tuesday,a day after her neck
apparently got caught in a cord
dangling from a treadmill at her
Phoenix home, police said.
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Summer is here an<I so

are new trends for

fashion enthusiasts

•

PLEASE SEE

ponders Park
Ave.feplacement ·
.SGA

MEGAN I\NDERSON

NATION & WORLD,A4
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Ready to update your wardrobe? Read about
the tiot new ~es for the sunny summer
months where color an<faccessories reign
supreme.

SEARCH ENDS FOR
18-VEAR-OLD WHO
FELL OVERBOARD

..
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In light of recent budget
cuts, Save UCF is rallying the
Facebook community to fight
the dixµ outlook for tl e university's financial future.
'Mer the initial scare there
was a lot written about [the
proposed budget cut] in the
news,'' said group founder
_N athan Holic, who is a visiting
instructor for the English
department. "Some people
want to talk about it for the
moment and then hope it will
just go away. It's not going
away."
With more than 8,000 members, this group has certainly
caught the attention of students
after UCF President John Hitt
announced the possibility of
eliminating 25 academic programs at the university due to
budget cuts.
"The group was formed in
April, the morning after we got
• the first e-mail about the budget," Holle said. "We had about
2,000 members that first day.''
The group allows Facebook
users to join and discuss its purpose: expressing concern for
the university's budget, which

•Contributing Writer

The Student Union and
the Student Government
Association are deciding
what will replace Park Ave.
CDs Jr., a retail store in the
Union that closed at the
end·of spring semester.
-But for now, the space
has been turned into a temporary student lounge.
A musical outlet for students during the hustle and
bustle of college for seven
and a half years, Park Ave.
CDs Jr. was part of the larger Park Ave. CDs store still
located near Orlando Fashion Square Mall
The campus music store
closed because it was no
longer financially/ practical
for the company; said Rick
Falco, the associate director
of
maintenance
and

FACEBOOK ON A6

.

operations for the Student
Union
Although no definite
plans have been made,
Falco said that both the Student Union and SGA are
working together to decide
what the final replacement
will be.
"The Student Union is
in charge of running the
Union facility, there(ore
they have control over
what happens concerning
these areas," said Brian
Peterson, SGA president.
"However, since the Student Union is funded via
the Activity and Service
Fee, which students pay
and SGA oversees, Student
Government has a close
working relationship with
the Student Union"
SGA has already met
Pl.EASE SEE

FOOD ON A4

MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

Sophomore Jamie Farrell may have a tough
stomach as a forensic science major, but she has
gotten sick from eating at a
Wendy's restaurant in her
home state, New Jersey,
and one in Orlando.
. "I don't like eating at
places that I've gotten sick
at," Farrell said
Last year, there were 40
confirmed foodborne illness complaints in Orlando restaurants, which had
about 19,000 routine
inspections, according to a
Florida Department of
Business and Professional
Regulation report.
The number of health
violations in Florida has
bee11 increasing since
2004, according to a bar
graph in the study.
Customers can access
detailed food inspections
of restaurants because it is

ASHLEY INGUANTA/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cati Shranz, a senior communication major and Subway sandwich artist,
wears a pair of protective gloves while she prepares a sandwich.

public record.
Alexis Lambert, a press
secretary for Florida
Department of Business
and Professional Regulation, said. "The restaurants
are required to keep their
latest inspection on file. If
a consumer asks for it,·they
are required to see it.''
Huey Magoo's Chicken
Tenders on Alafaya Trail
and East McCulloch Road

has not had a customer ask
for its inspection record,
said Operations Manager
Sammy Siciliano.
"We have it in our
health inspection folder,"
Siciliano said "So if someone asks, we have it on
file."
The inspections are
also available to the public
PLEASE SEE

EATERIES ON A6
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Oickers improve learning
Faculty can attend this
session from 10 a.m. to 11
a.m. on Thursday in room
207 of Classroom Building 1
to see how using clickers in
the classroom can help
engage students and promote active learning.
Contact Eric Main at
407-823-3544 for more
information.

Editor-in-Chief
Kari Wilberg x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

News Editors
Andrea Canterbury and
Virginia Kiddyx213
News.CFF@gma,lcom

Online News Edit9r
Ashley Carnifax x213

Getting into graduate school

OnlineCFt,mailcom

Students can learn the
tricks and skills needed to
get into competitive graduate programs on Thursday
from 4 p.m. to 4 p.m. in 185C of Career Services, located in Ferrell Commons.
The workshop will help
students with entrance
exams, personal statements,
letters of recommendation
and more.
For more information
contact Career Services at
407-823-2361.

Opinio

Editors
Jennife Ross and
Tamra M~rtin x213 ·

Opinions.CP,F@gmailcom

Sports Editor
Padrick ~rewer x215
Sports.(ff@gmailcom

Variety Editor Kayla Smith x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor
Ashley lnguanta
Photo.CFF@gmailcom
COURTESY LAURIE LASHOMB

Will Stone, officer for the UCF police department, plays the drums for his band, Voices in Your Head, at Fox Lake Park in Titusville on Nov. 2, 2007.

learn to use video cameras
On.Friday from 9 a.m. to
11 a.m. in Room 2020 of
Classroom Building 1, learn
the basic- ins and outs of a
video camera
Contact Ryan Retherford at 407-823-2571 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you 1TlQ.)1 have missed

Search ends for 18-year-old
who fell overboard mto Gulf
TAMPA - The Coast
GuarQ. ended its search
Tuesday night for an 18year-old from Louisiana
who fell overboard during
a cruise to celebrate his
high school graduation.
The Coast Guard said
Bruce O'Krepki went over
the rails of the Carnival
Fantasy on Sunday night
into the Gulf of Mexico
about 150 miles southwest
of Tampa. Boats and aircraft searched an area of
nearly 5,300 square miles.
''.After an exhaustive
search effort to find Bruce
O'Krepki, we have made
the difficult decision to
suspend our active search
efforts,". Capt. Drew Pear- ,
son said in a news release.
"Our thoughts and prayers
go out to his family and
friends during this difficult
time."
O'Krepki
graduated
with honors from St. ·
Thomas Aquinas High
School in Hammond, La.,
where he ran track and
played soccer.

WWII-era ship to become

sunken reef off Key West

•

•
•
•

KEY WEST - A ship
last used by the U.S. Air
Force to track missiles and
spacecraft
will
soon
become the world's second-largest intentionally
sunk artificial .reef.
Crews plan to sink the
decommissioned
Gen.
Hoyt S. Vandenberg on
Wednesday morning about
seven miles off Key West.
Officials hope it will attract
fish and divers and relieve
recreational pressure on
·nearby natural reefs.
Explosives will be detonated to flood the 17,000ton, 523-foot-long ship that
was first built as a cargo
ship in World War II. It's
expected to settle on the
sandy bottom in 140 feet of
clear water.
Officials in the Florida
Keys expect it to generate
up to $8 million in tourismrelated revenue, mostly
from divers and related
businesses.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
l
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Upgrade notice to faculty
UCF is preparing to
upgrade its PeopleSoft Student Administration and
Human Resources System,
which will improve interface in myUCE
This will be done
between June 6 and June 11.
For more information
contact Elizabeth Hale at
407-823-5343.

~

UCF officer fights
crime, beats drums
MARK SCHAUB

Staff Writers
Ryan Bass, Michelle Dendy,
Wdliam Goss, Jillian Krotki,
Carlos Maldonado, Jen Glantz,
Donald Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevin,
Carmen Carroquino

Staff Writer

Inside of Will Stone, police
officer for the UCF Police Department, something is just waiting to
beat out.
On June 13, it will work itself
out when Stone, dnunmer for the
band Voices In Your Head, performs live at Milliken's Reef in
Cape Canaveral.
While balancing the reputation of a police officer with that of
being a dnunmer in a classic rock
band might not sound easy, Stone
keeps it in perspective.
MONICA AGATSTEIN / CENTRAl FLORIDA FUTURE
"[Being a cop] can easily Stone, a graduate student, works o~ his laptop during his shift with U(F police on Friday night.
become who you are, and I try to
in a band. But when a friend asks
separate that as much as possible great drummer.
"He's very adamant about it him to do something, he's still
because I'm still 'Will,... Stone, 25,
said. "I'm still my own person; I'm and you can see when he plays there for ,him. That's the most
that he's very passionate, so it's amazing thing."
hot just a cop:'
The bassist in the band,
A cop is a clean-cut, upstand- pretty awesome," Cialella said.
Even as Stone makes an effort Patrick O'Rourke, backs it up with
ing individual that has to represent the community; a druriuner of keeping those roles separate, an example.
The majority of the band
in a rock band is usually the oppo- people around~ find someone.
with his background a lucky con\- members live in and around Mersite, Stone explains.
ritt Island, meaning its always a
"Musicians have a certain stig- modity.
The vocalist of the band, Jon drive for Stone when something
ma about them that don't normally align with the profession of Wester, tells the story of when a involves the band.
"He's the most dedicated perbeing a cop," Stone said. ''.A lot of drunk man, possibly as tall as 6
musicians .aren't necessarily the feet 4 inches and weighing 250 son I know to his commitments,''
. best law-~biding citizens and so pounds, approached the stage O'Rourke said. ''He'll drive endmaybe it's interesting to have a and started screaming into the less hours, even for an hour practice. I don't know anyone else
cop who's also a musician, but I lead guitarist's microphone.
"To a band person, you don't who will drive hours to make a
also·II¥ll(e an effort to separate my
job from my hobby and from the touch someone else's gear; that's small collllllitment."
li\ce a foul," said Wester, who is
Stone will graduate with a
' test of my life."
master's degree in criminal jusIt's the basis behind Stone's· also Stone's roommate.
Wester let it slide the_ first tice at UCF this month. He said he
passions that make it an interesttime, but when it happened again, has in interest in doing detective
ing combination.
''.As a cop and a drummer, I'm he pushed the drunk man away work but is open to any opportuaffecting people; I'm affecting with his hand. As if to ask . for nity.
And when it comes to the
people's lives, be it in completely backup, he turned and faced
band, it's not about being a rock
different ways, qr maybe nott Stone.
"He's like, 'Don't worry, man. I star-it goes back to being that
Stone said. "Maybe that person
·
that I arrest learns from their mis- got your ba~k if anything hap- positive influence.
"The name of the game is havtake and in that sense, makes it .a· pens,'" Wester said. ''So he's like a
positive experience in their life, safety. If anything happens, you ing fun because we enjoy making
music together," Stone said. "I
So I'm having an effect on people. got an officer right there."
Wester . points out that it's don't want to be famous. That's
'½.nd drumming, people are
enjoying themselves, dancing and Stone's nature to positively affect the last thing I would ever want is
whatever. I'm happy doing both ... people and he never turns down . to be famous.
"I just want to make people
So I'm happy playing drums and an opportunity to help someone
· happy. I just want to get up on
I'm happy being a cop."
-in need.
"He's unable to say no," West- . some big stage one day and play a
Sgt. Colin Cialella of UCF
Police was Stone's supervisor for er said. "It's so surprising because song and the whole crowd is
a year and has seen Stone per- he could have the busiest sched- singing my band's song and we're
ule in the world, .have all these in some city across the country
form.
Cialella said as great of a things that he's doing... he's a stu- from where we even live. That
polic fficer Stone is, he's also a dent, he's also an officer, he's also would be cooL"
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
Friday

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Mostly sunny early.

High: s6°
SCATTERED STORMS low: 71 °

EVENING
Scattered thunderstorms develT-STORMS oping later in the day. Chance of

High:-86°

Low:71°

rain 60%.
Tonight Isolated thunderstonns dur-

ing the evening. Glance of rain 300/4.
\>

Saturday

High:s1°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 69°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Fri'y edition.
\;{
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•
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Cuts provoke
.deep concern

Keep current with headlines

from around the globe

Pa. mom, daughter are
rear-ended, report abduction

...

FROM

PHILADELPHIA
Police are searching for a
woman and her young
daughter, who were allegedly abducted in broad daylight by men who rearended their car near
Philadelphia
Police and the FBI say
Bonnie Sw~ten, of Feasterville, made a cell phone call
Tuesday from a car trunk.
She told {i 911 dispatcher she
and
9-year-old
Julia
Rakoczy (ruh-KOH'-zee)
were forced in after the car
struck her SUV.
It is not clear whether the
38-year-old mother knew
the two men she said kidnapped her and Julia around
2p.m.
FBI spokesman J.J. Klaver
says police found Sweeten's
SUV early Wednesday in
downtown Philadelphia
. Sweeten's ex-husband;
Tony Rakoczy, said on
NBC's ''Today" show that he
doesn't understand why the
abductors would keep them.
He says "we don't have
money:•

Al

a 15 percent tuition
increase this year, it will
not make up for the losses
UCF has seen in their
budget.
'We expect about $11
million in new tuition,"
Heston said. "That's significant but represents
only a portion of the $38
million we're losing."·
According to the budget Web site, UCF has a
process that will help protect those programs that
will br.i ng both students
and the university success.
However, other programs may be affected by
the budget cut, but those
decisions have not yet

been made.
.
'We are still evaluating
our options and will communicate in the future
about what the cuts mean
for the university," Heston
said.
As UCF prepares to
make decisions about the
future of different programs and colleges within
the university, they face
many challenges.
However, Heston said
that we have succeeded in
conservative
financial
planning.
He said the faculty ·a nd
staff have done a great job
preserving the student
experience at UCF, which
will drive everything the
university does in the
future.
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Food or retail
could fill space

EDUCATION
"What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Bill would limit raises for
universities in Calif.
SACRAMENTO
The state Senate has
approved a bill to block
California State University
trustees from raising executives' salaries or giving
bonuses in years when
their state funding has
been cut.
Sen. Leland Yee, a
Democrat from San Francisco, criticized recent
raises. He says university
executives should "share
the pain" with students
and teachers. His bill also
urges University of California regents to avoid
granting raises in down
budget years.
The bill was approved
on a 35-3 vote Tuesday. It
now goes to the Assembly.

Trustees approve $42M in
cuts to UF budget

AS~OCIATED PRESS
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Asingle Knight sits in the temporary student lounge where Park Ave. CDs Jr.
once stood. The Student Union and SGA are in talks to find a replacement.

HIGHER

-

under
•••~••••a•••••••••••••••••••••••

"The location itself
will not directly cost SGA
with the Union to begin or students a dime," Peterplanning
what
will son said "Once it is deterbecome of the old Park mined what business will
Ave. CDs Jr. loc,ation, replace Park Ave. CDs Jr.,
Peterson said.
that business will pay rent
The next course of to the Union just as the
action is putting together previous tenant did."
a committee consisting of
When something will
three staff members and replace what is there now
four students who will depends greatly on how
determine what will the space is used, Falco
replace it.
said.
"The committee will
'½. lot depends on what
determine
whether the concept is," Falco said
another retail service, "It could potentially open
food service, et cetera will · in the fall, but that's probbe placed in that loca- ably going to push it. If it
tion," Peterson said.
is a retail concept, I'd say
Peterson, along with sometime in the fall is
two other SGA members more reasonable:
and another student that
· "If it's a food concept,
works for the Recreation I'd say spring is more reaand Wellness, Center will sonable," Falco said
make up the student
During this process
majority on the commit- both SGA and the Union /
tee.
are looking for student /
Falco, Tyler Sims from input. Falco said that /
the Union, and Lindi although he has heard a
Smedberg from the Office lot of ideas, none have /
of Fraternity and Sorority been the perfect match.
Life will make up the fac'We are really looking 1
ulty membership of the for the student voice to be
committee.
heard," Falco said "If anyAt this time, Falco said one has an idea we are
that the committee does happy to hear it."
not lmow if they are going
Prachi Patel is a senior
to open the vacant space at UCF who wishes Park
for food, retail, or both, Ave. CDs Jr. hadn't closed
but plan on taking propos- at all but would like to see
als to the community.
something similar added
"We have a lot of dif- to the Union. ·
ferent options for that,
"I thought what it was,
and the committee is was a good idea because
going to get together, and there's nothing else like it
we're going to look at on campus," Patel said "I
some statistics. and sales don't think we need
over the past few years another food place. I'd like
and look at the trends," to see another retail
Falco said 'We will see if store."
it's viable to add a food
Alfred McKie is a junoption or if there are any ior at UCF and agreed
retail concepts that would with Patel that a restauwork."
rant is not what is needed
Whatever the replace- in the Student Union.
ment turns out to be,
"I don't think we need
Peterson said that there another
restaurant,"
will be no need for fund- McKie said. "I like the CD
ing from UCF students or place. We need something
SGA
like that."
FROM

•
•
•
•

YOUNG
ADULTS

Download your
FREE 2 ..day
guest pass at
try Ytoday.com
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GAINESVILLE
Trustees of the University
of Florida approved $42.2
million in budget cuts
Tuesday, as school officials
face the greatest funding
crisis in almost four
decades.
The · trustees voted
unanimously on the cuts
by voice vote during a telephone conference call.
While the cuts are
painful, they could have
been worse if not for federal stimulus money allocated to the university and
efforts by administrators
to lobby the Florida Le,gislature during the state
budget process, trustees
and administrators said

When the heat is on, bring your activities indoors-play basketball, check dut a Zumba class, stretch in Yoga or try indoor tycling.
All for as little as $2 a day!
·
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DUBLIN - Irish leaders
declared Wednesday that
the secretive Catholic
orders responsible for abusing children in workhousestyle schools must pay a
greater share of compensation for victims and reveal
the true scope of their
assets.
Prime Minister Brian
Cowen has demanded faceto-face negotiations with all
18 orders involved in
decades of child abuse.
"We have to ascertain
how much they actually
have. The government is
adamant and determined
that they will make an
appropriate contribution,"
Defense Minister Willie
O'Dea said Wednesday.
Cowen said his government fully accepts the
damning findings from a
nine-year investigation into
scores of state-funded,
church-run schools for Ireland's poorest children.
-

Located in Blanchard Park, the YMCA is your summer oasis. On .
refreshing days, walk or bike along the Little Econ Trail-then,
cool down str~tching and showering in our spa-like locker rooms.

l

Ireland demands Catholic
prders reveal seaet finances
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Facebook used to inform students about cuts
FROM

A1

the Florida Legislature has
been debating for the past
few months.
"The Facebook group is
great," said Grant Heston of
UCF News & Information.
"We encourage students to
stay informed and advocate
where their voices are best
heard"
The budget cuts have

the potential to devastate
UCF, and some students
are already starting to see
the effects.
The discussion board
feature of the group has
been used for debates on
raises in tuition, taxes, stimulus money, the athletic
facilities and even the landscaping at UCF.
There are some who
believe the budget cut is

necessary.
"Personally I
don't
believe
UCF students
understand what they are
demanding of the university or of state legislators,"
public
administration
major Jeff Wells said in an
e-mail interview. "What
they fail to realize is that
this state constitutionally
requires that the legislature
pass a balanced budget

407 •704-8911

6367 East Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 32807

Behind Budget Car Rental
www.dealerdirecttrans.com

We know how to take care of our customers. Give us a call tor your

oom •1111IDl a1lIHHil oom Uill!1lUD OOlil ~
UlD1mP fill] rallBJI1l[[I ~

GRAND OPENING 2ND LOCATION
5001 Sand Lake Drive Orlando, FL 32819

321-662-0117

every single year."
Some even argue that
the Facebook group is not
enough.
"People criticize Facebook for it not being a
way of really doing anything about the problem,
just a place to complain
about it, but it informed
people who may not have
known about the problem
before they joined," Holle
said. "It may not solve the
problem, but it got people
aware of it."
The group also offered
a sample·e-mail to send to
members of the Florida
Legislature, as well as

FROM

A1

on the FDBPR Web site,
www.myfloridalicense.co
m, Lambert said
"Consumers can see all
the results of the inspections and what the inspector saw" on the day of the
unannounced visit, she
said
Florida restaurants are
required to be inspected
twice a year said Lambert.
Siciliano said Huey
Magoo's
first
health
inspection was a memorable one. The visit was
during lunch time and it
caught the workers offguard. He said they did
very well and learned what
they had to do to keep their
standards.
Farrell said she thinks
food
inspections
are
important because there
could be something wrong
in the restaurant that the
managers arel).'t aware of,
and rats or bugs could be
contaminating the food.
Freshman Aland Torres, a radio and television
major, said, "You want to
get the best quality of food.
You don't want food to be
made in a poor environment."
.
Siciliano said Huey
Magoo's has strict cleaning
standards in the kitchen.
Employees come in two
hours before the restaurant
opens. They have cleaning
checklists throughout the
day "to go through to make
sure everything is up to
standards." He also said
the closing crew has a
much more detailed cleaning list.
Ted Sanders, director of
field operations from Subway Development, said
that Subway does monthly
internal quality control
inspections.
He said that Subway
doesn't really have to antic-

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Shranz prepares a sandwich at
Subway. All Florida restaurants
must pass two inspections per year.

ipate or worry about a visit
from the Department of
Business and Professional
Regulation because Subway's standards are so high
in terms of everything the
health
department
expects.
"Customer and food
safety is always job one,''
Sanders said
He said that Subway
pays most attention to
employee hygiene, such as
mandatory hand washing
and glove use, and the shelf
life of ingredients, which
must be approved by
administrators because
Subway has its own food
distributors.
The company continually monitors every ingredient's temperature, he
said
The storing and cooking temperatures are one
of the key factors a restaurant gets graded on,
according to the FDBPR
Without the proper
temperature, microorganisms produce a toxin that
causes the illness. One way
to prevent food poisoning
is "to keep the food stored
at the proper temperature,''
according to a Florida
Department of Health
report.
Huey Magoo's emphasizes the importance of
preventing cross-contamination.

12000 Collegiate wav

ff&51 UniVersilV BouleVanl

401-211-1&1&

401-513-9000

• 123 Spacious Rooms
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• Courtyard (ofe Open for
Breakfast Doily

•
•
•

tors of the group insist
that the fight is not over
yet.
"The stimulus money
runs out after two years;
in two years we're back in
this same situation,"
Holle said.
And as mentioned in
the group's discussion
board by one of the
group's administrators,
Marco~iia, UCF alumni
and fo er student body
presiden , "our objective·
for this
ar was accomplished; however, our
long term mission is not
complete. We will be
challenged ext year."

.

.

Eateries meet rigid codes

www.morriott.com/mcoce

•

several links to related
Web sites.
"I think 95 percent of
the students were actively involved with trying to
help the university and
the state," Wells said. ''.A
small 5 percent was very
pessimistic."
Recently, the House
proposed a $57 million
cut and the Senate proposed a $22 million cut.
They agreed on a $38 million budget cut for the
2009-10 fiscal year.
Although
it
now
seems as though Save
UCF may have served its
purpose, the administra- ·

..

''We mak sure we're
using specifi containers
for chicken, fresh vegetables and ch se," Siciliano
said. "[We keep everything separ e. All containers are mar ed to prevent
[cross-con
· tion]."
The lac of food container labe g is the sixth
most pop
violation in
the state, a cording t_o the
FDBPRre rt.
"One of/tlle main things
our inspectors look for is
the danger of cross:contaminatio~f" Lambert said.
Salmonel a is one of the
dangers
especially if
there's
raw
chicken
involved, she said
Salmonella can cause
food poisoning through
cross-contamination. For
· example, "when raw juices
from raw meat or poultry
come in contact with
ready-to-eat foods, such as
salads," according to the
United States Department
of Agriculture.
Salmonella is more
common in 1the summer
because the microorganism is more favorable for
growth, accorWUg to the
Florida Department of
Health.
In order to avoid foodborne illnesses, Sanders
said consumers should
take a good look at the
restaurant's establishment,
such as food service, the
staff's hygiene, sloppy
exterior and oor bathroom cond.ition,s. He said
that if consume~ see a bad
sign, then they ~ght need
to ask the restaurant for its
food inspection tecord
"[If] I see something I
don't like, I just leave,"
Sanders said
Customers can file a
complaint against a restaurant for a he~th violation
under the consumers' link
on
www.myfloridalicense.com.
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SUSPECTED STEROID DEALER
ARRESTED, AUTHORITIES SAY

Resurgent Knights
take on field in
Toledo, Ohio

LAKELAND - Authorities say
they've arrested a Central Florida man
who claims he sold anabolic steroids to
professional athletes, including players
on the Washington Nationals (MLB)and
Washington Capitals (NHL).
Polk County detectives say Richard
Thomas told them, "You name the
sport, and I've sold steroids to athletes
who play it'.'
The sheriff's office says Thomas didn't
name specific players and they have no
evidence he sold to players on those
teams.
Aspokesman for the Capitals says the
team is gathering information and
expects to have a statement later. A
message seeking comment was left
with the Nationals.
Thomas and his wife, Sandra, were
charged Tuesday with several counts of
possession of illegal steroids, firearms,
and maintaining a dwelling for drug
use. Sheriff's records did not list an
attorney.

WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

SHAUN BEVAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF players, one seen here at the NCAA Southeast Regional earlier this month, are looking to make a comeback in the NCAA Championship.

TYSON'S DAUGHTER DEAD
AFTER TRAGIC ACCIDENT
PHOENIX - The death of Mike
Tyson's 4-year-old daughter in a bizarre
accident adds an awful chapter to the
boxer's troubled life.
Exodus Tyson died at a hospital
Tuesday, a day after her neck
apparently got caught in a cord
dangling from a treadmill at her
Phoenix home, police said.
Police said Exodus either slipped or
put her head in the loop of a cord
hanging under the console and
suffocated. She was pronounced dead
just before noon after being on life
support, said police Sgt. Andy Hill, who
called the injury a"tragic accident'.'
"There are no words to describe the
tragic loss of our beloved Exodus;' the
family said in astatement. "We ask you
now to please respect our need at this
very difficult time for privacy to grieve
and try to help each other heal:'
Tyson, who has been living in Las
Vegas, flew Monday to Phoenix, where
he was seen entering the hospital.

'HOCKEY

.

HOCKEY TWINS EXPECTED TO
TRANSFER TO NORTH DAKOTA

•
•

•
•

GRAND FORKS, N.D. - Twins
Monique and Jocelyne Lamoureux,
who were national women's hockey
scoring leaders as freshmen at
Minnesota, have been granted a release
from their scholarships, clearing the
way for transfers to the University of
North Dakota.
The Grand Forks natives are expected ·
to talk with UNO this week. Letters of
intent could be signed by the end of
next week.
The twins would have to sit out the
2009-10 season under Western
Collegiate Hockey Association transfer
rules. They are candidates to make the
2010 Olympic team.
They will be sophomores in 2010-11.
Monique scored 39 goals and added
36 assists for 75 points in 40 games for
Minnesota. She was named one of 10
finalists for the Patty Kazmaier
Memorial Award - the women's
hockey equivalent of Hobey Baker.
Jocelyne scored 28 goals and added 37
assists for 65 points.
The Lamoureux twins were
teammates a couple of months ago on
the U.S. national women's team that
won gold at the Women's World
Championship.They have strong ties to
UNO.
Their father, Pierre, was a goalie for
the Sioux in the early 1980s, winning a
pair of national titles. Their older
brother, Jean-Philippe, was a Hobey
Baker Memorial Award finalist as a
goalie for the Sioux in 2008, and
brother Mario will be a sophomore
forward for the Sioux next season.
-
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THE FAVORITES
1.Georgia: The Bulldogs play in arguably the toughest conference in golf, yet ran away
with a13-shot victory atthe SEC Championship, not to mention they could have the
deepest lineup of any team.
2. Oklahoma State: The Cowboys won at Inverness earlier in the year and totaleq four
victories in addition to four other top-3 finishes. There's no doubt as to why they're the top
ranked team.
3. Washington: The Pac-10 champs get the nod over USC (No. 3) because they're playing
better at this point in the season. They picked up five victories this year. ·
THE SLEEPERS
.......
,
1. UCF: Many may thil'lk this is a homer pick, but with four victories, there may riot be a
team that's played much better than the Knights in the second half of the season.They
legitimately have three or four playe~at could win as individuals.
2. Tennessee: With four runner-up finishes under their belts, the Vols could break

through at just the right time.

:..

3. Chattanooga: The Southern Conference champs picked up three victories this year
and finished third during regional play.

B ·se1sa11: Yi •

LEADERS AT PRESS TIME
FINAL
Team
1. OKLAHOMA STATE

-1

2.ARIZONA STATE

+5

3.GEORGIA
.kTEXASA&M
/
/ 5. CHATTANOOGA

+6
+7
+8

6.SAN DIEGO
7.0HIO STATE
8. WASHINGTON

+10

9.MICHIGAN

+12

10.DUKE
14.UCF

+13

+9
+10

More often than not, youth and inexperience lead to the demise of yowig teams in
the postseason.
However, this year the UCF Men's Golf
team has been the not.
Making its .first appearance in the NCAA
Championship since 1992, UCF sat in a tie
for 17th place - 16 over par - after Tuesday's first round at the Inverness Club in
Toledo, Ohio. Wednesday's results were not
available at press time.
The Knights are fresh off back-to-back
victories with wins at the NCAA Southeast
Regional and the C-USA Championship,
both of which the Knights hosted at RedTail
Golf Club in Sorrento.
Yet earlier in the season the team,was
more of a sputtering engine ,in need of a
jumpstart than it was a V-8 ready to surge
down the track.
Throughout the 2008-09 campaign the
Knights have fielded a roster full of underclassmen with senior David Johnson as the
only mainstay. Before capturing a win in the
last tournament of the fall, UCF previously
recorded only one top-5 finish.
In the second hal( that same yowig lineup finished no worse than fourth through
seven events and collectively helped to
deliver four team victories.
''You know, I don't know that the team is
all that different now than it was then,"
freshman Blayne Barber said "I think we're
just now starting to see the results from all
the hard work we put in during ,the :first
semester. Once you start playing with confidence and once you ,start seeing results, it's
easier to carry that on."
Barber has single handedly dominated
the spring, turning in six top-lOs to go along
with a win at the Rio Pinar Invitational in
February. Junior Simon Ward, a transfer
from Ulster University in Ireland, won as an
individual at the C-USA championship and
collected the C-USA Newcomer of the Year
award
Freshman Brad Schneider has turned in a
handful of top-lOs as well and is coming off
a runner-up finish at the regional.
Getting the players experience has really
proved to be the difference, head coach Nick
Clinard said
'We made sure the players were climbing the mountain to success and not changing what they were doing, which a lot of
players do," Clinard said
The
Knights,
No. 16 in
the
Golfweek/Sagarin College Rankings, finished at 34 under par at the regional.11-shots
dear of Georgia. who is currently No. 2 in
the country and has been a top-5 team
throughout the year.
In the fall, at the Isleworth-UCF Collegiate Invitational the Knights found themselves at the bottom of the leader board
against the likes of Georgia. Oklahoma State,
Indiana, USC, Stanford, Clemson, all of

+16
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m mview

A look back at Rooney's debut
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

Overall
UCF finished the season
22-35 and went 9-15 in Conference USA play, the most
wins against conference
opponents since joining CUSA The Knights finished
the final30 games ofthe season 15-15 with impressive
wins against Rice, Stetson
and Houston
They set three different
attendance records: in their
series against Vrrginia Commonwealth, their game
against Florida and an overall season attendance aver-

It seemed a pretty fitting
end to a wild first season for
UCF baseball head coach
Terry Rooney and his ballclub.
In their first postseason
game against ECU, the
Knights gave up a 3-0 lead
with a 4-run seventh inning
en route to a 6-3 loss.
Trailing 2-0 in their final
game against Tulane, the
Knights gave up another 4run inning late in the ball
game, forcing their season age.
to come to an end
UCF played one of its
Despite growing pains, toughest schedules in histopitching staffissues and a lot . ry, with their strength of
of inconsistencies on the schedule ranking in the top
playing field, the Knights 50 in the country playing
improved under Rooney for against opponents like LSU,
one of their best seasons in Florida and Rice.
recent history.
Arguably its biggest win

of the season caxne May 8,
when the Knights shut out
the No. 2 team in the nation.
Rice,5-0.
It was the second time
ever they have beat the No. 2
teaxn in the nation and the
first time they shut out a
ranked opponent since a
game against Clemson in
2000.

,·
.,
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Offense

In his first season as a head coach, UCF's Terry Rooney, seen here on May 2, led the
team to its most conference victories since it joined Conference USA in 2006.

The Knights' bats caxne
alive this season for one of
the most successful years at
the plate in program history.
UCF smacked out a program-record 68 combined
home runs by the teaxn this
season.
They had the rp.ost doubles (123) and liighest slugging percen~e (.469) since
200L
Leading the offense was

senior Brandon Romans,
who hit a team-high 14
home runs after coming into
the season with three in his
career. He also nearly doubled his career total in RBIs,
driving in 49 runs while batting 333.
Shane Brown led the
team with a .341 batting
average, and freshman
catcher
Beau
Taylor

1

stepped into the starting
role and hit .335 with four
home runs and 23 RBIs in
164 at bats. He also threw
out 67 percent of baserunners.
Vazquez bounced back
from injury with a careerhigh 13 home runs and drove
in42RBis.
PLEASE SEE
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UCF players looking for late push Pitchipg not up to par
FROM A8

•
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whom have a legitimate
shot of claiming victory
this week
Those same teams, all
of which were or are in the
top-5, also have big wins
under their belts.
Nonetheless, Clinard
assures the Knights are a
different team now than
they were then and thinks
UCF has as good a chance
'as anyone to win a national title.
"Going into this championship, I think we have a

great chance to win," said
Johnson, who will be
appearing in his final college event this week "I
don't think we would
waste our time going up
there if we didn't think we
could win."
In its three appearances, UCF's best finish
came in 1991 when it
placed 12th. Topping that
will be no easy task
The Inverness course
will offer no breaks from
start to finish. The club has
been the site of several pro
major championships and

is renowned for being a
true test of golf.
The course set-up will
be similar to U.S. Openstyle conditions. Deep
rough and lightning fast
greens will cause players
to be precise on each shot.
''Personally I think our
game is set up for that,"
Johnson said. "Everyone
on our team is a good striker of the ball, and we have
the ability to adapt to these
types of conditions. If we
play to our capability then
the sky is the limit."
Which may be true, still

UCF will need to bring
that same sort of dominance it had at the regional if it hopes to be crowned
the victor against college
golf's toughest field of the
year.
"For me, rm not intimidated by anybody," Johnson said ''I don't care what
school the other team is
from or what their ranking
is. It doesn't matter.
"It's golf. We're going to
go out, tee it up and hit the
ball. Our team is good
enough. We're UCF, and
we're a great program too."

FROM A8

Pitching
UCF recorded a team
ERA of 7.47 and gave up a
total of 507 runs on the year.
The Knights gave up 723
total hits and an opponent
batting average of 34L
Three Knights tied with
a team-high four victories,
but the most impressive of
those ~ was Caleb Graham.
Graham finished the season 4-3 with a 5.94 ERA. but
he grew into one of the
team's better pitchers in the
last two months.

In his final four starts of
the season, Graham went 30 with a 3.08 ERA. including
pitching 6.1 shutout innings
in the win against No. 2 Rice.
Jordan Rasinski and D.J.
Hicks were two freshmen
that impressed on the s ~
especially late in the season.
Rasinski started to come
on late, recording two wins
with a 2.38 ERA in his finalll
appearances.
Hicks finished the season 4-5 and was one of the
two-way players for the
Knights who enjoyed a successful season at the plate
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Michael Erwin and Jessi Riese participated in the Zombie Mar<h last Saturday at Lake Eola in downtown Orlando. What started as a political protest is now an opportunity to dress up and have fun.

Living dead deseend upon aovvntown
ASHLEY INGUANTA
Photo Editor

Last Saturday, the dead formed a bloody
parade, marching through downtown Orlando's streets with one thing in µ)ind: brains.
1 '0riginally in the first 3 years, [the Zombie
March] was a semi-political protest against the
lack ofbrains in our government, local. city and
state," said Robert A Sandler, a regular participant and this year's event organizet. "l3ecause
who knows mote about brains than zombies?
But now that Bush is out ofoffice, we're kind of
just happy."
A self-proclaimed. hardcore zombie fanatic,
Sandler set up the march's Facebookgroup and
recruited many new participants.
Orlando is one of many locations around
the world that holds a zombie walk. However,
many other places wait until Halloween. San~
dler said
"Most zombie marches are nonprotests,
just fun for the sake of zombies:' Sandler said
Now, that's what Orlando's zombie march is
focused on: fun.
"h's just done for fun. a fun mock-protest for
brains,'' Bart Jones, the original organizer, said
Jones paraded the streets <h'essed in jail
attire, bloody teeth and grainy green skin, peeling offto reveal layers ofraw flesh. He hovered
over a street-sign and moaned The other zombies flooded the streets around him, grunting
and stomping,
Jones, a graduate of Purdue University,
started The Orlando Zombie Walk in 2006
when he saw Orlando's Rocky Horror Cast,
The Rich Weirdoes, performing. Se asked
them-to participate in this event and bring
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zombies to Central Florida. They agreed, and
that's how it a l l ~
.
However, Jones moved to Vuginia and gave
Sandler the 'most leadership responsibility.
"Jones is still Otn' [group's] brains, so to speak,"
Sandler said ''Ile will still come down for the
marchesi which is very cooL"
Michael Erwin, 22, is part of the Rich Weirdoes' cast and marches·every year. 'Tm just a
bis horror movie fan:' he said "When I heard
the Rocky Hon-or cast was involved. I just did
it."
Erwin wore an old T-shirt and jeans, ripped
to shreds and soaked in fake blood "Cutting
out ugly clothes [is how] I get my frustrations
out on bad fashion," he said "My underwear is
my favorite part of the costume," he said as he
exposed the blood-soaked material.
Before.invading Lake Eola, about SO zombies swarmed the streets of Wmter Park.near
Rollins College earlier that afternoon. Marching that day in Lake Eola were five survivors
and ghost busters to keep the zombies in line,
zombie dogs and even azombie baby. Li Jones,
who graduated UCF in2006 with a psycholo-gy degree, was the zombie mommy.
"MolilIJ).y's a theater nerd and we like to
play dress up;• Jones said. holding her 3-and-ahalf-month-old son 'Tristan. 'This is our first
zombie march."
Jones and her son had veins bulging from
their foreheads and blood dripping from their
mouths. She held 'Iristan close and he
scnmched his nose and s4.uinted his eyes.
•'.Apparently he is a very angry zombie baby;"
Jones said
Jenna Helbnuth. a fine arts student at Valencia, became fascinated with zombies three

years ago when she got involved with the Rich

Weirdoes' cast. She walked with a drag in her
step and heavy strides. Her upper body hung
limply, back hunched, anns dangling. Blood
dripped from her mouth; her shadowy eyes
stared with determination.
'IThe reactions are the best part,'' Hellmuth
said "I had a family yell at me real bad, but
when they get it, it's good, especially when you
get a scream.et:''
Jessi Riese, a senior theater major at UCF,
agreed '"When you get genuine fear from
som~ne, that's the best part," she said
With a confident~ upright stride, Riese
raised her eyebrow, exposed her gashed neck,
and glared at passers-by. Stitches lined the skin
below her yellow lips.
.Don Dang, 25, saw the zombies when he
came to Lake Eola after dinner for a stroll with
his fiancee.
,
''There was this guy covered in blood in a
jail suit, and I was freaked' out," he said ''But
then I was more intrigued."
One woman, Jeanie Hamilton of Cocoa,
stopped her car mid-street to watch the zombies.
''What's gqjng on?" she said ''Why is everyone all dressed?" Then after a few seconds
passed. she said, "Everyone looks great!"
The zombies stared at her. Some broke
character to explain the march. but most kept
their gaze. One of those zombies clutched a
blood-soaked floral-patterned dress pierced by
a death ray; Itzel Rolan found costume inspiration from the Web-released musical. Dr. Horrible. ''The main character kills his love interest,
Penny,'' she said, pointing to her name tag.
..I put my heart and soul into the march."
Sandler said "Now it's just a regular, just for
fuh thing. We just dress up as zombies and stir
up the people!'

•
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One Tree Hill starlet Kate Voegele
brings spunky charm to The Social
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With a smashing combination of class and charm,
22-year-old Kate Voegele
lit up The Social on Friday
night.
Clad in a fedora hat and
plaid shirtdress, with an
easy, genuine smile, she's
about as punk-rock cute as
you get.
But don't let that fool
you - Voegele has raw talent,
the
kind
that
impressed a sold-out Social
a mere three days after the
release of her sophomore
albwn, A Fine Mess.
The show opened with
a steamy performance
from newcomer Brannon
Powers, crooning songs
from his new five-song EP.
Angel Taylor nabbed the
next spot in the line-up,
playing sweet melodies
from her album Love 'lravels, along with a cover of
the Kings ofl.eon's "Sex on
Fire."

Elizabeth Forbes, a
Jupiter native who found
out she was accepted to
UCF the day ofthe concert,
came out to the show
mostly to see Taylor.
"I actually got [Taylor's]
single from iTunes' free
single · of the week, and
then I heard her on 90210..
. I downloaded her CD and
liked it," Forbes said. "She
was more energetic than I
thought. I thought she was
going to be more reserved
because her songs are really slow and calm, but she
was spunky."
Forbes said that while
she didn't know many of
Voegele's songs coming in,
she was pleasantly surprised by her performance.
And although her favorite
act of the night was still
Taylor, Voegele definitely
puts on a better show.
Not that it should surprise anyone. As a key player on one of the CW's most
popular TV shows, One
Tree Hill, Voegele has had

her share of the limelight;
but she still manages to
keep it real, claiming she
loves The Social because it
is relaxed and feels like
playing in somebody's
basement.
The Social is always a
good time, but Friday night
was unique in its versatility.
Although 20-somethings
predominantly made up
the crowd, older people
and even children were
scattered throughout and everyone seemed to be
enjoying themselves.
Voegele opened her set
with a stellar performance
of "99 Times," a girl-power,
anti-cheaters-and-liars
track from Mess. Peppering in some old songs with
the new, Voegele included
classic performances of
songs from One TI-ee Hill
like "Kindly Unspoken"
and "Lift Me Up."
Voegele's likable stage
presence hit a snag when
she noted how hot it is in
Florida, a far cry from her
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One Tree Hill star and musician Kate Voegele perfonns at The Social Friday
evening to a sold-out crowd of mixed ages, from youngsters to college grads.

hometown in Ohio.
"'Ibis might be a bad
night to mention I'm from
Cleveland," she said drily.
As the Orlando Magic
battled the Cleveland Cavaliers in an Eastern Conference Finals game a few
blocks away, Voegele
insisted there was no animosity.
"I'm all about the love
tonight," she promised.
''You guys rock, we're
happy to be in Orlando. No
matter what the outcome
of the game, love all
around:'
While Voegele was

working her charm on
stage, interpersonal/organizational communications
major and self-proclaimed
huge Voegele fan Alexis
Calderone was using some
charm of her own.
'We actually didn't have
tickets to the show, and
there were a million people
trying to scalp and there
were no people scalping
tickets," Calderone said.
'We snuck around back to
where [Voegele's] tour bus
is, and we met her tour
manager, and he was like,
'.All right, I'll put you on the
list.' So w~ got in for free."
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New season brings style
SARA ROMERO
ContriQuting Writer

....
Counter Culture

by Tyler Gillespie

Put a little chuckle in your love
life. Our lifestyle columnist
explores the benefits of keeping
a healthy sense of humor
present in your romantic
relationships - and that's
nothing to laugh abput

Kiss and Tell

by Jen Glantz
Weve all been there. There's
nothing more awkward than a
first date, but our relationship
columnist shares the best ways
to make your experience a little
less tramautizing.

•

Liner Notes
by Ashley Carnifax
lndie sell-out or just a band
making their name? Our online
editor shares the evolution of
her appreciation for experimental band The Postal Service.

From cut-off short
shorts to gladiator sandals,
summer fashion 'is here
and it is more diverse than
ever.
This
summer
has
brought back previous
trends such as ripped
denim and maxi dresses, as
well as new fav,orites.
Architecturally-inspired
heels,
metallic-colored
sandals and lots of fringe
are lighting up the summer
streets.
"The long, flowy dresses are doing really well,"
Smooch Boutique owner
Mylen Haddad said. "For
summer, the boho style is
really in _:_ strappy sandals
and lots of color."
Smooch
Boutique
screams exclusivity, located inside the Waterford

Lakes Town Center and
selling trendy, high-end
styles to locals willing to
drop a little extra cash for
unique designer pieces.
• Shoes are getting more
attention than ever this
summer with fresh new
details. Gone are the days
of rubber flip-flops and
solid-colored ballet flats.
Creative writing major
Laura Cardozo said her
summer must-have is
"strappy, funky gladiatorlike sandals."
Famous
stars
like
Nicole Richie have been
seen sporting ripped jeans
paired with loose-fitted Tshirts and tons of accessories, emphasizing another one of summer's biggest
trends: jewelry.
"My wardrobe is really
simple and all, but I really
bring my outfits together
and rock out with a ton of

funky, hip, chunky jewelry," Allyson Stone, interpersonal and organizational communications major,
said.
However, the most
important fashion trend
for the sUilliller is unquestionably color - and lots
ofit.
"Bright pink lipstick and
nail polish is a must," interpersonal and organizational communications major
Jennifer Edelson said
Color the town while
accenting that summer
glow with light pastels and
bright yellows.
"Have fun with it," Haddad encouraged
For unique :finds, some
great places to look to are
thrift stores and boutiques;
these are filled with oneof-a-kind pieces that are
sure to make you stand out.
And you're in luck; Orlan-

STEFANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The owner of Smooch Boutique in Waterford Town Center, Mylen Haddad, shows
off the store's new fringed summer foot fashions, accessories and dresses.

do is host to a variety of
boutiques and vintage
stores. Etoile Boutique is in
its third- year of business
and a qualified local fashion gold mine, offering a
vast selection of handmade, rare items for men
and women. This small yet
charming store is bound to
have something for any
fashion enthusiast.

"I really like the 70sinspired one-pieces paired
with short shorts; it's in the
style of Marc Jacobs,'' store
owner Katie Reynolds said.
For an everyday stylish
look, pair a classic blazer
with some Daisy Duke
short shorts and a trendy
headband. It is chic and
flexible enough to wear
day to night.

Goodfella's.offers
MOVIETIMES taste of New York
MIKE CAVALIERE
Contributing Writer

•

•..

Cou~esy Walt Disney, Pixar Animation

UP(PG)

••
.,

78-year-old balloon salesman Carl
Fredricksen finally fulfills his lifelong
dream of a great adventure when he
ties thousands of balloons to his
house and flies away to the wilds of
South America. But he discovers all
too late that his biggest nightmare
has stowed away on the trip: an
.overly optimistic 8-year-old
Wilderness Explorer named Russell.
Directed by: Pete Oocter
Starring: Ed Asner, Christopher Plummer,

John Ratzenberger, Delroy Lindo, Jordan
Nagai

Courtesy Universal Pictures

DRAG ME TO HELL (PG-13)

.,,

•

...

When her loan is denied and she
loses her house, the shamed Mrs.
Ganush places the powerful curse of
the Lamia on Christine, transforming
her life into a living hell. Christine is
tortured and desperate to have her
old life back, so she sets on a quest to
reverse the spell. But as evil forces
close in and threaten to drag her
deep into hell, Christine must face
the unthinkable: how far will she go
to break free ofthe curse?
Directed by: Sam Raimi
Starring: Alison Lohman, Justin Long, Jes-

sica Lucas, Lorna Raver, David Paymer,
Adriana Barraza, Fernanda Romero, Reggi~ Lee

Drag Me to Hell
(PG-13) 9:15am 10:00am 11:45am 12:302:15
3:00 4:45 5:30 7:15 8:009:4510:301 2:15am
12:55am

Up
(PG) 9:30am 10:15am 12:0012:45 2:303:15
5:00 5:45 7:308:1510:0010:4512:40am

Up in DMey Digital 30
· (PG) Di5ney Digital 30 Showtimes

9:00am 11_:30am 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 12:00am

Night at the Museum: Battle ofthe

Smithsonian:The IMAX Experience
(PG) IMAX Screen Showtimes
10:10am 1:SO 4:35 7:05 9-50

Dance Rick
(PG-13) 9:20am 12:10 2:40 5:15 7:50 10:15
12:45am

Night at the Museum:
Battle ofthe Smithsonian
(PG) 9:05am 9:45am 10:45am 11 :55am 12:25
2:35 3:05 4:10 5:10 5:40 6:45 7:45 8:10 9:20
10:2010:55 11:55 1:00am
Open Captioned & Oesoiptive Audio
1:30

Terminator Salvation
•

(PG-13) 10:05am 10:50am 11:35am 12:05 1:20
1:35 2:20 2:50 3:45 4:05 4:25 5:05 S:35 6:55
7:10 7:55 8:20 9:25 9:4010:1010:5011 :10
12:10am 12:50am

Angels & Demons

•
•

(PG-13) 9:10am 11:50am 12:35 3:10 3:406:50
7:35 10:05 10:40

StarTrek:The IMAX Experience
(PG-13) IMAX Screen Showtimes
12:30am

StarTrek
(PG-13) 9:25am 9:50am 12:501:45 4:40 6:30
7:4010:35

Ghos1s of Girlfriends Past
(PG-13) 11:40am 2:25 4:55°?:25 9:55 12:25am

X-Men Origins: Wolverine
(PG-13) 9:35am1:404:20 7:20 10-.25
-

Listings for Friday, May 29

A sign lit in traditional
Italian green and red reads
"Goodfella's Pizzeria. Italian Restauran,t and Catering," burning its words
into the night like a proud
and glorious flag.
The scents of melted
mozzarella. roasted garlic
and rising crusts drift
across the map of our college town like a warm and
savory version of Pig.Pen's
dust cloud, tickling the
noses of pizza lovers near
and far and drawing them
over.
Ever since they moved
down from Q!Ieens, NY.,
and opened Goodfella's
more than 12 years ago,
owners Sal Ciaccio and
Marco Dilorio have been
offering "the best slice this
side of Brooklyn" in
Orlando.
From the beginning,
they've made it their goal
to build a community
around their first-class
eats. They want to play the
part in town of the stereotypical Italian grandma.
the one who's always
happy to see you, always
standing by the stove,
scooping more onto your
plate, yelling, "Mangia.
mangia!"
Set against a backdrop
of kitchen noise and
laughter, Ciaccio speaks
with great pride about his
role in the community.
'We make our own
dough and sauces and
soups and meatballs," he
said. "Everythings fresh;
nothing frozen. That's
what we take most of our
pride in. We use all the
best
ingredients...and
that's what separates us
from the other places. To
eat good stuff, you got to
use good stuff:' _
And the customers can
tell. Just ask senior computer science major and
Goodfella's
self-proclaimed No. I fan, Spencer
Zierk.
'Wow," he said. smirking and looking at the ceiling. "They're very fast at
taking orders and..making
the pies. And their crust is
beyond words. It's delicious:'
Junior
.psychology
major Melissa Smith
agreed. She and Zierk
have b een loyal patrons.

since they each had their
first tastes more than two
years ago.
"It's like they have a
hypnotic draw," Smith
said "I don't have a least
favorite aspect. It's just a
package deal"
With an intimate yet
casual candlelit interior,
full wine lists juxtaposed
next to walls peppered
with mafia shots, food
awards and New York
sports
memorabilia.
Goodfella's offers a nice
ambience for dining.
Their menu has everything from ravioli to
chicken francese, but it's
the pizza that stands center-stage - and everybody has their pick.
Smith likes the pepperoni. "It's classic, but it's
amazing the way they do
it," she said
And Zierk's pie · of
choice? "Eggplant," he said
without hesitation. "Find
me another place in town
with eggplant and I give
you a liar:."
Despite their continued success, though, Sal
and Marco have no intention of opening another
branch.
"Never," Ciaccio said
simply. "This is the first
place. We're the original.
I'm. over here, you lmow?
The customers lmow me.
I watched a lot of their
.kids growup."
Most of the staff has
been working there for
more than five years.
"Me and my partner,
we just focus on this place
and be the best we can be
here,'' he said. "[With
morelocations]youreally
kind of lose out on
that...base with the customers.''
And it's a base that customers appreciate as
much as Ciaccio does.
"They lmow me in
there now," Zierk said with
a smile. "This place is only
getting better!"
_
For
Ciaccio
and
Dilornio, serving food
isn't just work, it's a way of
being ·a part of something
bigger, of connecting with
people and !mowing that
what they do affects them.
"When people leave
this place and appreciate
us and our food," Ciaccio
said. "that's a huge compliment. They appreciate us
and we appreciate them."
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on technology
T

echnology stands as a
key part of college life,
but it's important to
rediscover real human interactions every once in a while.
It's hard not to find something connected to technology
at UCF. Open laptops can easily be seen around campus.
Even more common are
cell phones, which are more
often heard than spotted. Let's
not forget about the iPod
drones, students signified by
the white cords swinging from
their
Facebook used to be a sole
college network created just
for students. After the incorporation of a more open acceptance policy, it's still hard to
· find many college students
who don't know what "Facebook me" means.
The increasing popularity
of Twitter only adds to the
Internet time that conswnes
society. Is it really necessary to ·
have an outlet where you can
update the world on what you
are doing by the minute?
Security and embarrassing
:moments add to the negative
aspects 9f these otherwise
socially aeceptable methods of
communication.
In his commencement
speech to University of Pennsylvania graduates, Eric
Schmidt, CEO of Google, Inc.
called our generation "the
Google and Facebook
generation." .
Schmidt went on to compare his generation with the
current one. He said his gener-

ears.

ation didn't expose their
embarrassing moments.
However, the current college graduate posts their
embarrassing moments daily
on YouTube and Facebook
''I am looking forward to
watching these for the next
thirty to forty years," Schmidt
said
Schmidt makes a valid
point. It's not hard to forget the
time when it was discovered
employers used Facebook to
research on future employees.
Even taking content <;!own
or deleting it altogether doesn't guarantee its departure.
Social networks state that content deletes within 30 days, but
this can turn into months or
longer.
It doesn't help when
celebrities like Ashton Kutcher
challenge CNN just to see how
many friends they can win
over on Twitter in order to
find an excuse to donate
money·to charity.
College students are
becoming more dependent on
these devices and networks.
Computers and Internet
access are required for school
and the workplace in order to
be efficient students and workers. These requirements are
only adding to technology
dependency.
Cell phones also seem to be
a must in order for people to
reach you when they need
you. With the high costs of
home phones, even more landline users are switching solely
to wireless phone services.

Education is not
alone in cutbacks
.
.
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About a third of people
ages 18 to 24 live in households
with only cell phoqes, according to the Associated Press.
This accounts for the majority
of college aged students.
All of this constant exposure to necessary. and unnecessary. technology can make it
easy to forget that human
interactions are important to
sane living. Schmidt supported the idea that students
should spend tjme creating
some distance between their
techno-savvy lifestyles.
"You need to live for the
future and the things you really care about," he said He
encouraged graduates to turn
off their computers and
phones in order to discover
what it means to be human.
In the rush to buy the
newest iPhone or try to get a
sold-out Wri, students need to
take time in between to enjoy
the technology-free side of life. Enjoy the outdoors. Meet a
friend face-terface instead of
chatting online. Use snail mail
every once in a while instead
ofhitting the send button to
leave a message.
Busy schedules can make
actual socialization seem
impossible, but putting it off
can make it even harder as
time passes.
This makes it even more
important ~o spend some time
away from t~ology, soon.
It helps to turn off that cell
phone once in a while. \Vhy
worry about missing a call?
There's always voicemail.

•

concerting.
ell hath no fury like
Last year there were a
Florida_residen1:5
protesting cuts m
record 123 murders in Orange
education, but are their desCounty, according to the
perate pleas actually helping
Orlando Sentinel, and there
the cause or have the cries
are currently 845 violent
signified in their speeches,
crimes committed per
signs and letters been falling
100,000 residents of the
on deaf ears?
· Orlando-Kissimmee metrer
Spending on public educa- politan statistical area,
according to For°Qes.
tion has always been a top
priority for taxpayers and as
The last thing Orlando, or
of 2004, 84 percent have indiany large city for that matter,
cated that they feel education
needs to be doing is saying
goodbye to police officers and
spending should be
increased, according to a
firefighters.
Florida Annual Policy Survey
What many taxpayers
conducted by Florida State
often fail to acknowledge is
University.
how much the state actually
While .an argument against does spend on education in
comparison to public safety.
funding education can never
be made, it is essential for ·
In the 2006--2007 fiscal
year, 49 percent of the state's
Flori~ to realize that they
are petitioning for moneythat generalrevenuebudge4
about $28 billion, was spent
doesn't exist.
Perhaps the severity of
on education while only 14
statewide and local budget
percent was spent on public
safety, according to the Govcuts will become more clear
once public safety is threat- ..
emor's Policy and Budget ened
Recommendations.
While public safety is
The City of Orlando just
more of a local responsibility,
announced it is cutting more
than 342 jobs.
local gc,vernments have had
to petition the state for more
These cuts include 15
imancial aid since the passage
police officers, 47 firefighters,
of Amendment 1, which cut
29 employees from Business
property taxes significantly
and Financial Services, 19
positions froD;J. Families, Parks last year.
Most state money spent
and Recreation and nine
on education goes to K-12
members of Mayor Buddy
schools, but that money is
Dyer's staff; according to
funneled back into the uniwftv.com.
versity system as the vast
This accounts for about 10
majority of Florida students
percent of the city's payroll
go to college in-state.
and, according to Orlando
A statewide telephone surChief Administrative Officer
Byron Brooks, the cuts are
vey that was conducted in
the only way the city can con- 2006 indicates common mistinue to match expenditures
conceptions about how much
Florida actually spends on
with revenues.
education.
Considering Orlando has
recently been rated the sixth
When residents ~ere
most dangerous city in Amer- asked how much they
thought the state of Florida
ica by Forbes magazine, these
ought to spend per student
numbers, however small they
per year on K-12 public edun-.ay seem, are exttemely dis-

-

cation, 20 percent said
$3,000-$4,000 and 24 percent
said $5,000-$6,000, while only
15 percent guessed the correct
riumber, $7,000-$8,000,
according to the James Madison Institute.
This is not to say trut.t less
should be spent or education
should be cut even more than
it already has been.
It is to say that education
is not the only system that is
suffering in this economy and
we shouldn't sacrifice our
safety while the majority of
our tax dollars already go to
education.
The parents, teachers and
students who want to save
their schools should always
petition their representatives,
but in times like these we
have to get more creative and
look beyond the state to solve
our problems.
In last Monday's issue of
the Fu.tu.re, a story explained
how UCF music students
were able to get the funding
to bring back the university's
opera program, which was
canceled last fall because of
budget cuts.
They didn't bang down the
door of Gov. Crist's office to
get it.
They went out into the
community, created awareness and worked hard for the
money.
.
By holding an opera gala
and singing outside Publix,
the students were able to
raise about $2,400.
That $2,400 got them an
article in the Orlando Sentinel,
which then got them a donation from the University Club
of Wmter Park that provided
the $5,000 needed to reinstate
the program. ,
They learned that if the
government's wallet appears
to be empty, they might just
need to check another pockeC.

•
•
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Eating healthy, not
losing weight, is key ·.
There are people who
college students' golden
eat healthy. .Then there
opportunity to finally get
are people who go to colto the gym, cook healthy
lege.
meals and, hopefully,
Most of us-imd it pretbreak some gluttonous
ty difficult to do both
habits.
consistently.
• It's not all about laziThe college lifestyle is
ness and partying.
essentially a recipe for
Sometimes we just
unhealthy eating habits.
need to be reminded of
We run around all day
how bad some of the
JENNlfER ROSS
Opinions Editor
going from class to a job
things we eat really are. I
or internship, which r
was mortified when I
inevitably leads to setrealized a 20-ounce bottling for the dollar menu at one
tle of Coke contains more sugar than
a king-size Snickers bar. I was
point or another.
Then we head to the library to do amazed I did not weigh 500 pounds
homework and get a 300-<;alorie,
when I learned that two Oreos have
sugar-infused frappuccino before
nearly the exact same amount of
heading to·that party up the road
calories and fat as a cheeseburger.
where there's no telling how many
Watching what you eat and makcalories of alcohol will be consumed ing healthy choices are steps in the
right direction, but it is important to
before the end of the night.
And as Asher Roth would say, we
remember that it's all about por"pass out at 3, wake up at 10, go out
tions.
to eat and do it-again."
A meal purchased from a restauDoes this mean that we are supran4 whether it be Chili's or McDonposed to just go with the flow and
ald's, is usually about two and a half
settle for the "Freshman JS' or more
portions. You eat it all and you're
that we could potentially gain from
eating more than twice as much as
you should be at one time.
eating and drinking whatever is
most convenient?
. Eating smaller portions five or six
And aside from the weight
times a qay will help you lose weight
gained, consider all of the other con- even if it's not all salads and fruit.
.I recently heard someone talk
sequences inherited from poor eating habits.
about making ''better bad decisions."
If that's where you need to start,
In my efforts to tum in three final
projects and take exams while still
OK J.>ersonally, I'm an all-or-nothing
type. If I have to make choices
working 20 hours a week at my
internship the last couple weeks of
before every meal, nine times out of
_ 10 I will go with whatever I'm cravspring semester, my already lessthan-nutritious eating habits hit rock ing, in other words, whatever is
most unhealthy.
bottom.
·I was waking up, drinking two
But if I put specific limits on what
cups of coffee, clow-¢ng a Monster
I can and cannot ea4 I usually follow
energy drink in the afternoon, eating through and end up feeling pretty
either pizza, McDonald's or Moe's
accomplished.
I have learned that if I make
for dinner.
.
being healthy a priority.rather than
Then I would have another two
losing weight, I seem to be much
or three cups of coffee once it got to
bellp.m.ormidnightsothaticould more consistent and, of course, end
up losing more weight in the longstay up .t ill 3 a.m. and get about four
hours of sleep.
run.
There is no time like the sumI felt disgusting and probably
looked disgusting too. Eating never
mertime to take a break from the
traditional college lifestyle and give
even satisfied my hunger because I
just felt sick all the time.
fruits and veggies a chance. The
Bu4 as always, summertime prer
tastes will be acquired more quickly
vides some redemption. It's every
_than you think.

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

News for crawling this page, can't
even support the team. If you
·
want to bring up negativity/reality
at least wait till after.the season
I just think it's a tactic so the
win or lose.
university could get more money.
Good luck Orlando with the
For the average student it seems
Magic and other Central Florida
like it increases the likelihood that
a student will forget to drop their sport teams.
JASONS
class and have to pay the $100 if
they want to drop. How does leavIn case you didn't watch the
ing students to add classes the
next day decrease the student-to- game yesterday, the Magic were
down by more than 20 and came
teacher ratio? I don't even think
back to win it. Like Van Gundy
UCF is seriously contemplating
said, "They don;t what we krn;>w,
decreasing the ratio, especially
they've had it easy and we
with the hiring freeze. And while
haven't."
$100 may not seem like much to
Don't be one of those people to
some people, it does make a difmake it hard on the Magic - peoference for someone living on a
ple have said similar things from
day-t<rday basis.
the get go with the 76ers, and
STUDENT
guess what? It hasn't lasted long
and it has been good

New policy best for
registration

Magical ride could end after
-this season
l

I am not a Magic fan or even a
fan of any NBA team, just another
transient in Orlando. I f"md Florida
sports with the exception of
Miami Dolphins/UF/FSU disappointing because the majority of
residents aren't fans of local teams
except when they are winning.
And to top it off, the media.
including this rag which I have
never heard of - thank Google

UCFMAN!

The must-see beaches in
your area
Florida's Gulf Coast Beaches
are the best! You can do as much
or as little as you choose, making
them the perfect vacation destination. My family loves Clearwater
Beach!
BECH MAVEN
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

,

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-45S5 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

Rm
100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tone

150 Helpwanted:full-.Tnne
17.5 BusinessOpportunities

C
C
C
B

Rm
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:General
375 For Sale: Pets

For Rent Homes
22.5 For Rent Apartments

B ·

250 Roommates

A

600 Travel'
700 Worsh"
. IP

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

800 Misallaneous
900 Wanted

200

B

Neoessay.Trari"gF'rol.oed.
ftga 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1CJl.

SALES HELP NEEDED!

$11003'2in::::a

rnns. from UCF.

l::s•~

STIJDENfS WITH

Lois of
space, garage,& yard.

HORSES

Spa::iol.Js, petty, 312. DW Mable
1-bne wi1h screerecf pord1 on 5
bea.Jifu a:res rd.des geat

.Applial ices incl.Roomn-aes
Welcome!
foxm1@aol.com,407-712-5S'll

tan, 4 pastues, !age rD"g
rinJ, pels welcxxne. Need 3
s1u:lenls with hJrses or bocSd
;or hJrses a-cl stat ;or rD"g
dt.b here wi1h U-liTie acress 1D
al facities. Aj:pox $2,000 per
rronth rd.des cleaTg ser.t:e,
Ulities a-cl everythrg else.
Wrile AL.GGenella@cd.cx:rn txpdl.res a-cl delails.

Part-tine or R.J-tine
Sales Expelierne a Benefit tu
Net Re;µ-ed- We Will Train
NO FEES INVOLVED

407-831-6963
www.ga ~ i.locala:lnrnet

•

Looking for smvner
Vl/0l'k in South Florida?
Gust S\O'MarkelirYJ: YIII Co

e><para-gi1 So. Ra 8-gSpm
~ 18+. $2/JOOrpermonth

UCF Area House for Rent
412, wlw8/i!J:a a-cl dyer. 2 car~Pet ere welcxxne. Cal for Move h
Specials $1300 mo. Cal 407-948--8409.

stat pay. Call ff77-762.-62fJ7 on
11,'on & Tues cny between 10AM
a-cl 4Pf\/l o r ~ aiylirne onine

Rooms for rent in 6
bectoom hlme. Betm UCF.
lnlernetCal:E, uities, W/D,
cishwasher; rormuity pool,
$550.tnor1h. Au;;Just lease
avaialjefor09/10 scrool yea1
Mfc Cal 407..ffl6-5fH1 or

at ooolsl!.dertv.orom.

Avaia:lleAu;;Just D1.4J1ex in

321--438--1354

Sherwood Forest~

Room fa" Rent in flrlished 4 bd
1 m1e 1D LCF off Lnv.
n1efnet, atlle, t.d. rd.

$950tno

Emai or cal NaJaie for more i1fb:
natalie.s1erta.Jser@navy.ml or
407-,300-4732

Big Brai1 Work! Corrµ.iter Scierce,
Math, & El igi,eaiYJ Majors Warted.'
PTfl Awfjecl Aesean::hAssocia!es.

Please emai ~@ararom

Close to UCF. W/D, cishWcs1er hi
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-208-7577

A beautiful 3 Bed 2 1 f2. Bath
bwrh:Jme avaiable near LCF
Mai1 CalµJs. Home is Uy
flrlished cn:i has a one car
garcge a-cl ciiYewaywi1h

Asti1glon Park Homes tx- rent
4/2,2 availi:JleAu;;Just 1st,

aiioorlalparki'ginthe
oorrm..my. Please conta:l Mm
at 407--405-6592 or msga28@ool.rom br more informalion.

$1 OOGtronh plus ulities.
Cal 407--406-4644

rouses

Asti1glon Parl<
i:Jr ra,t
near UCF! 3/2/2 $1200*ronth
42.51.2 w/ pool $1 oootronth
.
(407)482-8598

"'
Pcn1asy Sports Corrpaiy lookirg
i:Jr agJ'essive and 1aler1ed sports
fEns 1D promote prock.ds 1his
SUTTTier. Generous corrmissiJns

•

2 rooms avai. in a 312. h:>use
rooms rotfurishecl. ~
Au;;Just l...ocaled in Ril.e" ~ on
Dea-1 !:Aw. 50lriversty. $mkn
rd. uti. <a 561--35<Hl388.
11/Wwamecl. 2 rooms available
lnfimlshed 3'l home on lake.
Walled COlnn, 6 mins m UCF.
$500tno Incl ullL Non-Smoker,
sec sys, pool & tennis.
Available mmedlallely. Email
keamk@embarqmal or
Call 239-707-4448

~reseadlpartq:a,lsfor
ed.caoonal sb.dy. Eam $50for
onesesso-i(~5
mus). Localion: Reseoo::h Park.

'

B

A
B

B
B

•

pad wh1e haviYJ fl.n! Jnterested
pa1ies please serd oonta:.t info lo:
bru::e@paythefa,.rom
423-007-fil'18

HAIR MODELS NEEDED!
Orla"do Premiere Show
Male & Female 1 ~
Mcx:lel Call - Sat. Ju1e 6
In Rosen Plaza lctily
From 6:00--8:00 PM.
Must be available for
Show dales Jlne 7 & 8
Orarge Co. Conv. Cen1er.
Cal l.e5ie (704) 588--1679 or·
(704) 502-5398
AIRLINES ARE HIRING • Train fa"

ttj1 ~ Aviation Martenarce
Gareer. F A A ~ progan.
Fnin::ial aid if qualified - 1-b.Jsi"g
avaiable. CAl..1..Aviation 1nstiUe
of Maintena"ce (888)349-5387.

(2)ROOMS FOR RENTM.00 in
312..5 TOWNHOME IN AVALON
LAKES. $lnl,MO 11\CL PREF

UriqJe con:b on_l.hv/436 for rent
2'2w/porm 1106sf. $90Gmon.·
lrd waler, goo:iage, pool,
cU:Jhouse. Slfty 407-242~

NON-SMOKING UCF STUDENT.
CA1..1.. (561 )700--7231
9 month lease available at
Pegasus Poinle,$500month, 2
bed 2 bathroom ~ from
Au;;Just 19- May 8,2010.No
~ feeorde!:osi! recp..ired.Call me at 419-215-5845 or

312. neat, deal, nice ya-d
14837 SUssex Dr. Or. 32826
Bike to UCF $950 mo. +$800
sec. dep. J\b1 smokels, ro pels.
407-421-7344

nataiebemslei 189@yaroo.rom.

FREE CABLE AND FREE
WATER included i n ~ n!l1I:
far you- choice of a one
bedroom Ol'two bea0om

CarnpJS CrossirgsAlafaya

condo unit in a well

earner rates may~-

4 Bed Towmorne next to UCF
Ra!es stat at $440. Text"Alafaya"
10 47464 for more info- St:o::ad

rome.

$:OOtnorl. Avail t-OW.
Cal 772--300--'Z?W
FURN,W/D, CABLE, PVT eATH,IN 2/2 LCF10 MIN $400,MN
$300sec,+112util PETS OK

SlEVE 4072674982
Looking !Or F roon mate 10 il.e i1
42.5 hlme bcaled betm UCF.
$400 plus spit util. Jnclu:j in1mt &
atlle. Has W/D, walk-ii ckJsels,
a-ct rm' eJ txm:od. Cont:a
Naty at 407-683--7413 or
natyp84@gnal.rom
P;ofessiot d seekrg roomma!e,
$660 a month flat 01e room, Ea.t

Ol1anoo • Wcmoon:l Lakes, for
UCF S1i.rlent or Professional. NO
Pets. 1st & last month DEPOSIT.

Patio, Priva:.yba:kyad, W/D,
Sea..rity & Fie sys, LAN Line,
Wireless Net, Tiled wmpe.t.3d
rooms. 3/212. spit-pan. 2 smal
dogs. PIGS avalctJle. LOCAL
ONLY! 407252.5551

You- cmn Slile w/ walk-in closet,
pivate balh. In Gated corrm.
w,pool. Garage. Fts1 & clean
ll'.l()fTYTlale. F orty. $395.a mon.

mainlainecl oonvm.nty ·
localed near the 408, 417,

UCF!NE ORLANDO

Cal 407-340-9887

UCF, Valencia, Barry

Colona) Po(11e l..uxlay Aj::G

lk1lverslty, Ful Sail. Contact
Bobble Witt, VICIDria Equities
Really & Managen ient Co. 321-

1 & 2 Bea-ooms Free W/D, pool,

1 room avai. in 42.5 behrd UCF
M Included: Eledik:, Cctlle, .
l..anty, e!c. $385tronth -+$20 for
lffies. J\b, sm:il<i1g, nct1
cmkrg. Chislia, cmner.

fitness center; paoos.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-6061

~2.

Towmorne close 10 UCF Gale:)
oorrmuily 2 bd. 1.5 bath w/ loft
1 cargcrnge.Avail 1stofAug.
$1250.mo.~.d. Cal 407-376-0083

UCF Area newTOWNHOMES
Tie frs, cJrgsrcns.al ~ .

resv pa-k, 2M'b,1 yea-lease $750
& $875tro first l110t6eC dep. 321536--5430 _jm,aka\,i@gnai.oom

Cal: 407-&)94737

LCF AREA- Walk 1D Qasses.

1 tx-. 1 blh. 600 &I- 1t. $395tno.,
~ . $525½no. 1 MO. FREE

Hl..llters Reserw Conoo for rent
1100 SF 2 bed2 bath. Upstais

$9
$6

7 6
8

3
I

-9 4

2

8 5
3

7

8
8
4 5

1
2
9 5

.llltl..{

SJ.9
SI3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

2

BI\RTENDEAS WANTED.
$300 a day polenial. No Bcperieroe

.,

A

B

100

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

400 Services
500 Announcements

Bm..l
SI3
$9

~

B

suldolf<u
C PuzzlesbyPappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:

Easy/eve/

5 3 -

~ursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

9
1

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Item of concern
in a sound check
4 Height: Pref.
8 Part of a diploma
accolade
13 John, to Ringo
14 "So
I"
16 SooUling balms
17 "Hack's output
19TNT
component?
20 Film feline
21 ·canceling
23Umbrella
alternative
25 Summer blowers.
26 "Idealized family
29 Baseball feature
32 Lennon's low
,
33 Hammer, for one
35Slip up
36 Analyze in
English class
39 Groan inducer
40 Where alpaca
By Tom Hellman
roam 1
DOWN
42 Org. concerned
1 "Spanish Flea•
wtthclimate
trumpeter
change
43"Dangr
2Dough
3 "Happy Days•
45 U.S. document
friend of Richie
issuer·
and Ralph
46 Fellow
48"Pitched
4
Z
5Mexicanpercussion
American
instrument
6 Empathize
53 Enthusiastic
okay, in Seville
7 Sports
commentator
55 The first
requirement
Hershiser
56 ·Sorcery
8 Heavenly fare
9 Associates (with)
60Arguing
10 Deteriorate
61 "An Essay
11 Ball used for
Concerning
Human
dorm hoops
Understanding"
. 12 Beginning
author
15 Schubert's "The
_King"
62 Insincere type
suggested by the 18 Instruments for
Earl Scruggs
starts of the
22 "Granting that ...•
answers to
starred clues
24 Perfected
64 Sprain stte
27 Slow the growth
65 Cropped up
of
66 Fascist leader?
28 Very long interval
30 Live and breathe
67 Surrounded
68 Lyrical tributes
31 Woolf's"
69 Syr. neighbor
Dalloway7
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Last issue solved
34 Collar extension
36 Tent anchor
37Thug
38 Searches
thoroughly
39Season

opener?

41 Loving refusal
44 AclorTamiroff
45 Important energy
source for the
brain

47Amuse
49 Shooter's aid
50 Spiral pasta
51 Merges
52 Earth threal In
some SCl-fi films
54 Shooter's sport
56Tell
57 Solitary
58 Detec!Ne's cry
59 Pita sandwich
63 These, iriTR¥)S

RENT. (407) 339-2933

a"d uitwith W/D. $1000knonth.
cal Dan 407-230-2219.
Avaialle·e/1,09

125
Gyrmasli::s Coa:h Needed
/>Jro, ~ 1ecrl1er in '"4>-hq:J. Beg-a:lv.:rioed,dtien-ocUt Exp. a-cl ref.
reqied Call 321--383--4075 .

P/f Dogy Dey;a-e associate
posislions avail. Must Love Dogs.
\A3t,Kemel Exp. a plus!
Locations in 01anoo a-cl Sa1bld
-WWW.cklg:layaftaroo.ner"**

email re5llTle to
m@oog:layaftemxnnet

NKJe 3 bed2 balh hlme for rert
.Just 5 rnirutes from UCF. Al
~i"dl.ded. $1200rro.

ExeaJtille 1...eve1 noorre.
No Personal selliYJ.
NcxMLMI
1-oco-844-9639 ext 9345

Justx'.:e.

Joo i:ma', ient
assistal IOe. Corll:Ju1Er avab:Ae.
Fn.n:ialPt:t if quaified,
Cal (866)858-2121

312..5 TClVvTTICJlJSe 1 m1e from UCF
~~ Cormuity
pool. 1 carga-age.Availa:Jle
sla1nJ May. Cal: 954-663-6298

www.Cenl.raOrre.com.

SAVE$$$onAdYeris:iYJI Fu-I
yolf"classiied ad i1 CM!l" 100

A::lrida newspapers readi'lJ CM!I"
4 Ml.LION readersb' $475 • tl8t
is less than $4 per 118W5fJBP81'.
Caltisre,,,spaper<r(866)742-1373tx-mcredela1sc:rWll:www.-

,, bida-dassiliedsocrn.

3f2..5TH. Kitchen, W/D,
c:UJhouse, pool. Nea- UCF.
$1350Avait.Aug.

Call Ronald 305-772-ffi37 or
~@belslu.Jlh.net
TOVVNHOUSE FOR RENT in
Po!ential b Earn

ATTEl'O COl.1.EGE ONLINE from
1-bne. -r.1edcal, "B.Jsi1ess,
"Pcraegal "CorrpuJera Ui'Ti"a

cal 407-695-0061 or 407-695-6062

gal£ld corrvn.rity in Ava/oo Pak
(Sprirg Isle) 3-3.51.2. U<e new.
8rl1 becroom has it's cmn bath!
Close10 LCF off Cdorial and
Avaloo. W/D, pool ancl c:UJhouse.
$1500.tro. Cal 321--377-1746or
954-693-7233. AVAILJULY 1ST

$450 Room! 3 rooms
avmlablel lndudes All.
Utilities, Callie and lntanet
1 Master Becroom w/Prtvale
Bath. Located off 408 &
Golderaod. Washerfci'yer incl.
Fuly FURNISHED. Large yad
& Garage. Cal 954.684.2682
Thenien0027@yahoo.com

ONLINE PHARMACY Buy Soma,
UlraTI, R:ro3t, Proza::, 8uspa"
$71.99,00 $107/180 OJcnities,,
PRICE INCLUDES
PRESCRIPTION! O\.e" a:>O Meets
$2.5Q:lqlon Mena, Offer:#91.A.31. (888)389-0461. tri-

d'ugsue.rom

~Ell YOUR STUFF WITH £rntr,tl :Hori~a ::ruturr ClASSIFIEOS!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

a

•

Call in~
407--447-4555

Log on:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

WaJk in:
I 1825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817

A14

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

May 28, 2009 •
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12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE

ORLANDO, FL

32817 -
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